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About This Game

Goat Life is an unusual 2D platformer with elements of survival in which you have to go through a variety of levels for a goat.
The goat loves to eat cabbage from farm beds, this led to the fact that farmers placed traps in all fields and now the goat needs

to be careful. Your main task in this game is to collect certain items on the level and avoid contact with the traps. After you
collect all the items on the level, the door to the goat's house opens, passing in which you go to the next level. Be careful,

because the goat has only one attempt to pass the level.
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Title: Goat Life
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Publisher:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 200MB

DirectX: Version 5.2
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BEST GAME GOTY FOR SURE 10/10. Very good game, definitely recommend it! I love the death animations, best death
animations ever.. I was a lvl 1 goat when I started this game, 10 minutes in and I beat the game and I am now a lvl 35 goat
fecker.
Thats how Goat Simulator works, wait a sec. wrong game.

10/10 Wouldn't play again.. Totally worth the 10 cents with the -90% coupon. Otherwise... I mean if you got money.. its a
decent time killer.. awful game. i only got this game as a joke n a missin to find the worst game on steam, and sucseedid! Also
why on EARTH would people pay money for this?. Completed all levels in 18 minutes... only 12 levels inside! :(
Easy to master, very simple physics.
It's a fun, one hand needed game, jumping around pretending a hungry goat avoiding halloween pumpkins and other stationary,
but one touch to die objects.
Controls are arrow up-down-left-right, and that's all!
Dev plz add some new levels so it worths it's money.
. A genuinely fun game if you love speedrunning: Average duration: 5-10 minutes.. I sure do love me some goats.
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If you're old (like me) and remember Manic Miner and other ZX Spectrum games from the 80s, this is for you. Well worth the
79p I've just paid.. Uhhhhh, Well this certainly an odd one. The video pretty much sums up my review of 4/10. Cheap. can be
challenging and fun.. It says the game is $4 so that's pretty crazy considering i beat the game in less than 20 minutes. Completed
all levels in 18 minutes... only 12 levels inside! :(
Easy to master, very simple physics.
It's a fun, one hand needed game, jumping around pretending a hungry goat avoiding halloween pumpkins and other stationary,
but one touch to die objects.
Controls are arrow up-down-left-right, and that's all!
Dev plz add some new levels so it worths it's money.
. Completed all levels in 18 minutes... only 12 levels inside! :(
Easy to master, very simple physics.
It's a fun, one hand needed game, jumping around pretending a hungry goat avoiding halloween pumpkins and other stationary,
but one touch to die objects.
Controls are arrow up-down-left-right, and that's all!
Dev plz add some new levels so it worths it's money.
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